
LALIBERTÉ PETITION COMMENTARIES, 
September, 2014 to August, 2020 

⁃ I concur with all statements. 

⁃ Please consider buildings with brown shingles and green roof (or some other 

historic combination) in the tradition of some of the original NH cottages. This will 
also harmonize with the Spiritualist Church on the corner.


⁃ Thank you for your careful consideration to reducing the massing size of the 
proposed project.


⁃ I think that the proposed development on a very reduced scale would be 
excellent.


⁃ I strongly support the comments of Jean-Haude Guy on Design and James 
Cameron on execution.


⁃ I am hoping that the combined efforts of the town council, informed citizens and a 
group of professionals can help us all think together - clearly and openly - about 
the long-range implications of a project that is reduced to the scale suggested by 
this petition. It would be a much better project and assure a healthier village if 
reduced to the scale suggested by this petition.


⁃ Reducing the number of units and definitely the number of storeys will make this 
project work from all points of view


⁃ The height of such a building cannot dominate the village. If you expect the 
citizens to follow your zoning rules, then YOU, the Town Council, MUST follow the 
same rules. Otherwise why would you make all of these zoning regulations if they 
were not for the supposed good of the village? How can you approve something 
for which you don't have plans and accurate drawings?


⁃ At the level originally approved "in principle" by the Town Council, the unique 
charm and beauty of our village, which attracted the developer in the first place, 
would be eviscerated. A project half the size, and with appropriate setbacks from 
the streets, will be a sustainable undertaking.


⁃ I also favor sensibly planned development in North Hatley lest the village continue 
to stagnate. I agree that the Laliberté plan is far too extensive. In particular, I am 
troubled that such a major undertaking is driven by a developer's proposal than 
by participatory planning. I call upon Town officials to change their behaviour from 
the appearance of service as a marketing tool for the developer to the reality of 
the democratic leadership for which they were elected.


⁃ I look forward to seeing the project being realized.

⁃ To maintain the attractive character of North Hatley, this project needs careful 

study for density and design.




⁃ This is a golden and last ditch opportunity to get this right. Let us all work 
together to bring about an appropriate and meaningful addition to this unique 
village.


⁃ It would be so sad to insert this project and so drastically change how quaint 
North Hatley has always been. Surely a study of the impact to the area of the 
increase in traffic for that number of units should rule out this project.


⁃ Too large for our village, and too high.

⁃ I totally agree that some development will be good for North Hatley. There should 

absolutely be a review board of experts to advise the Town Council on every step 
of this planned project. Please provide more information in writing. This should 
include answers given by M Laliberte at the recent open house meetings.


⁃ My impression is that this construction will be like a giant wart in the valley.

⁃ In my opinion, a New England style of architecture like Shingle Dutch Colonial 

would be more appropriate than something resembling Mont-tremblant's red, 
blue, yellow condos. North Hatley is a jewel and has it's very own personality 
thank you for preserving it!


⁃ The currently proposed project is far to large and will change the fundamental 
character of the village (and not for the better). The short term gains in taxes and 
employment will quickly be overshadowed by the looming monolith that will 
destroy the charm of the village and drive tourism and residents alike fleeing for 
the hills! We have to maintain the character of the village. Without it north Hatley 
will just be another town destroyed by irresponsible development.


⁃ Although favorable to some form of development for North Hatley I support the 
spirit and content of this petition...


⁃ North Hatley is where I went to school and spent every summer, I consider it my 
hometown even if we didn't live there. Since those days I have seen many 
changes around other towns to the point that what once was familiar no longer is. 
North Hatley is unique and beautiful, just the way I remember it as a kid. I 
understand that some changes have to be made but to have such a massive 
building there would be like looking at one of those puzzles in an activity book 
"Which one doesn't belong?" Please consider something smaller in size that 
looks like it belongs in the picture.


⁃ North Hatley is so beautiful as it is because there are no high rises or big 
businesses. Keep it that way!!!!


⁃ While I'm in favour of a development project in North Hatley, I feel the one 
currently under discussion is too high and too dense;also that we should start 
smaller with the possibility of further expansion depending on how the initial 
phase succeeds. I'm sure there is lots to be learned from development projects in 
other small and beautiful North American towns where they got it right; also from 
those that didn't. We could benefit from the wisdom gained from such examples. 



Perhaps an independent study could be commissioned. I'm not sure I think a 
development project solely for the elderly makes a lot of sense. I think a mixed 
community might be a safer route and a more interesting one. What about the 
Connaught Home? What are its plans? What about the White House and a little 
shuttle bus ? Everything is there. We could still have more shops and a pharmacy, 
etc. in the new development in the village centre. Thank you to the organizers of 
this petition for the opportunity to voice one's opinion in a non-confrontational 
forum. Also, it's important to be able to hear, or read, the views of others.


⁃ Although I live in the Canton, I believe smaller is better as I use the roads en route 
to my house.


⁃ I agree with the above comments....the project will accommodate too many 
residents, also the building is too high and the exterior is not blending in with our 
country surroundings.


⁃ Project is too big for North Hatley.

⁃ I moved here to be part of a small community. How do we encourage the towns 

growth when only we have lost the ski hill, now our public park will be diminished. 
Our school population is decreasing alarmingly. This project aimed at attracting 
an older, rich population will keep out younger families.


⁃ We must draw from the expertise and experience of others like Jean-Eudes Guy 
and Jamie Cameron, who have a real concern for the future of North Hatley, and 
who take the interests of all North Hatley citizens to heart. These persons and 
others have wise counsel to give to the decision-makers and their 
recommendations should be taken seriously. Il est important de prendre au 
sérieux et de profiter de l'expérience et de l'expertise de personnes comme Jean-
Eudes Guy et Jamie Cameron, qui tiennent à coeur les intérêts de North Hatley et 
des citoyens de North Hatley. Il est important que ceux qui ont le pouvoir 
décisionnel en cette matière écoutent leurs sages conseils et leurs 
recommandations dans leurs démarches à l'égard de ce projet.


⁃ We do have only one chance to get this right. It will take some extra planning but 
the result will be worth it. Development is a good idea. This project is just too 
large.


⁃ Although I favour some development for the centre of town, the Laliberté project, 
as it stands at this time, threatens the quality of life and the primary attraction of 
North Hatley: it's human proportions, its quiet and peaceful beauty. It is simply 
too large and will destroy the quality of life here for everyone.


⁃ I strongly recommend that the overall height limitation of all buildings be set at 35 
feet above existing grade.


⁃ I agree with a reduced number of units, a maximum of 3 stories, and professional 
guidance. I would also want to see which trees would survive the construction, 
and for those to be protected by building well-like structures. This would prevent 
the trees from being smothered by a rising of the ground level.B




⁃ I dont want North Hatley to look like North Conway.

⁃ Preserve the historical beauty of our great town, North Hatley, do not build this 

monstrosity!

⁃ Too big. Not enough data. Asking us to approve and support a project that is 

unformed and doesn't even have an architect.

⁃ Yes to appropriate development but no to shoving a massive amount of people 

with no connection with the town into a high rise on the river. Don't let North 
Hatley become Magog; be remembered for having vision and foresight.


⁃ Citizens of North Harley and neighbouring communities have a right to expect the 
Mayor and Council to avail themselves of the professional expertise and 
experience of Jean-Guy Houde and James Cameron, as opposed to the flimsy 
artist's sketches provided by the developer.


⁃ North Hatley has been an important part of my life for 65 years. While I still have 
qualms about the size and location of development on the flood plain, I do 
support a well-designed development that respects the historic character of North 
Hatley.


⁃ I do not oppose the development in principle, however I believe it is to large for a 
community our size and should be cut by 60% and done in phases.


⁃ I support having a development, but this one is too high, has too many units and 
is too large and thus too dense, has too little parking and does not reflect the 
character of the Village.


⁃ Yes to a well-planned and substantially smaller development (3 stories/130 units/
ample parking) respecting North Hatley’s historical cottage styles. No to a 
multicolored massive box like development. We are not Mont Tremblant or 
Magog! Yes to Town Council taking advantage of Jean-Eudes Guy and Jamie 
Cameron’s expertise and obtaining professional assistance in town planning/
architectural design.


⁃ I agree with everything in the petition and for the sake of a thriving and attractive 
town in the years to come I urge the Town Council to act accordingly.


⁃ This project, as presented, threatens a community that has been carefully 
nurtured for 150 years. It must be amended or stopped.


⁃ Greatly reduce the number of units, reduce the height of the buildings and make 
the architecture more compatible with North Hatley


⁃ Too large and too high.Maybe 3 stories instead of 5.

⁃ This project does not fit with the image and significance of North-Hatley and its 

inhabitants.

⁃ Confusion reigns, rumours abound, stress increases! Mr. Laliberté wishes to be 

known as a landscaper but behaves like a developer who gives different answers 



to identical questions or worse, gives NO direct answer....beats around the bush, 
in other words.... C'EST TRÈS INQUIÉTANT!!!


⁃ Where are the blueprints we've been promised? All we're seeing is "pretty" 
pictures (borrowed from Mont Tremblant), no substance, no real information ... 
except the same old tune: 230 units, 5 floors in part. We need to hear and see a 
new downsized version ... this one won't fly!


⁃ This project is much too large and tall.

⁃ North Hatley est un bijou dont le développement et l'attrait touristique devraient 

reposer en grande partie sur son unicité et son authenticité. Une seule 
construction inesthétique lui porterait un préjudice majeur à ce niveau. De plus, la 
taille du projet proposé est démesurée par rapport au village lui-même. 
L'alternative proposée par cette pétition offre à mon avis un bon compromis.


⁃ Would destroy the charm of North Hatley. Further it would create a traffic 
nightmare in town. We don't need another Mt Tremblant or St.Sauveur. The 
infrastructure cannot support such a large project. For example, the noise from 
traffic is unacceptable already.


⁃ North Hatley's greatest assets are its waterfront charm, and the many people who 
love the place. Please do not build anything near the water that will detract from 
the village's beauty or from the ability of residents and visitors to enjoy 
appropriate recreational opportunities on and near the water. To do so would be 
to risk alienating those who love this place so much.


⁃ I think the idea/concept is great. Also believe it there should be more public 
consultation and modified to better blend into the village. Thanks :)


⁃ Although I do not live in North Hatley village, I would like to see sustainable and 
appropriate development in the village to maintain the character of North Hatley 
for the people who have already chosen to live there. Surely there is a win-win 
solution to be reached through open and honest communication.


⁃ Ce projet est inacceptable!! Le village n'a pas eu son mot à dire et je ne connais 
aucun des villageois qui soit en accord avec ce gigantesque délire. Notre village 
mérite mieux de garder son essence d'un des plus beaux villages du Québec et 
ne devrait pas devenir un cliché de notre société capitaliste. Restons 
authentiques et battons nous pour nos convictions!!


⁃ It would be a good idea to hire a professional to deal with the developer. He/she 
would know the benefits/hazards to look for, the questions to ask and whether the 
answers made sense.


⁃ Le peuple local doit tenir les rênes. La solidarité est un droit et un devoir.

⁃ Je suis complètement contre le projet Héritage! Vous n'avez pas de considération 

envers les besoins réels des résidantes et des résidants permanents du village.




⁃ Pourquoi pas faire le projet à la place de l'ancienne maison blanche avec son 
grand terrain qui est inhabité au lieu de le faire au centre du village? Ou voulez-
vous que les touristes aillent visiter? Visiter l'immeuble de M. Laliberté?


⁃ Nous aimons bien North Hatley, et visitons souvent ce village que nous avons 
jadis habité. Ce projet est bien trop dense. Je suis d'accord avec le projet modifié 
proposé.


⁃ The density of this residential pro-jet is way to high and the project is MASSIVE-
too big for the small area. Spread it out or adapt other places in order to allow for 
more residents. Renovate! Please.


⁃ Une bonne analyse des impacts est très importantes, car ces bâtiments seront là 
pour rester. Bravo pour l'initiative de la pétition!


⁃ Having been residents for 32 years in North Hatley and now returning to vacation 
annually, we strongly feel, that any new construction should be in keeping with 
the character and charm of our village


⁃ Je crois qu'il est important de préserver l'équilibre et l'esthétique dans cette petite 
communauté qui accueille déjà de nombreux touristes toute l'année.


⁃ Ce projet est une grave erreur pour le village de North Hatley; souvenez-vous que 
"Small is beautiful"


⁃ le projet de Laliberté est TROP haut , trop concentré, ressemble au Mont 
Tremblant, ce n'est pas le style du village


⁃ Concerned that there is more than one building more three floors high. 
Architectural style too dense and more suited for a city or large urban area.


⁃ After having rented a house in North Hatley for many summers, we decided to 
buy in 2012. That was an easy choice because of the very special nature of the 
village, because of its beauty and quiet charm. Je salue les efforts du conseil 
municipal de tenter d'augmenter l'assiette fiscale et de doter notre village d'une 
vision. Cependant, il est inconcevable de construire 5 étages et de penser 
respecter l'intégrité de notre environnement. De plus, la densité d'un tel projet 
remet en jeu la capacité du village de l'absorber. J'espère que vous écouterez 
ceux qui y vivent, et amènerez M. Laliberté à faire les modifications qui 
s'imposent.


⁃ My family has been coming to North Hatley since the 1890's. I want to be sure 
any development actually helps the village rather than just creating new and 
unforeseen problems. I'm concerned that Mr. La Liberte is not getting good 
information. He told me that he had commissioned a study of how the proposed 
project would affect traffic. He said they told him traffic would only increase 6%. 
What was the reasoning? The project plans 230 new housing units. Since North 
Hatley currently has about 600 full-time residents, that's more than a 30% 
increase in population. It is quite reasonable to expect a corresponding 30% or 
more increase in traffic. When I asked how I might see his traffic study, Mr. La 



Liberte said it was private. He should make that study public so that we can all 
check out its conclusions. This is only one of many areas in his proposal that 
need to be analyzed carefully by people with lots of experience in planning who 
can help make sure any development is an improvement rather than a traffic jam.


⁃ too big as proposed and not in keeping with village style

⁃ Not in favor for this large scale development in a small village.

⁃ As a real estate investor, developer and owner, I too agree with development and 

growth, but have great concern on "doing it correctly". This project seems overly 
ambitious, and quite probably detrimental to the surrounding neighbors and 
community at large.


⁃ Too high, too much density, not in character with the village What is the concept? 
Looks like a mix between Maison Soleil and Mont Tremblant. How about a more 
residential project, adapted for families, with less rental and commercial 
locations?


⁃ 3 étages max

⁃ While I am in favor of projects that will revitalize our community, I agree 

wholeheartedly with those who advise that what has been presented thus far 
would overwhelm and fundamentally change our village. In this case, smaller is 
better.


⁃ My family has been part of North Hatley for generations. We understand 
responsible development is vital to a healthy municipality, but this does not fall in 
the lines of responsible development. A 5 story building with over 200 units is a 
very large development and would require consideration on sewage, water usage, 
traffic, policing etc. I urge the town counsel to reconsider its tentative approval 
and bring to the town a detailed and focused proposal for discussion


⁃ I strongly oppose the housing development.

⁃ Why do you hate North Hatley so much?

⁃ I fully support the comments and criticism provided by architect M. Jean-Eudes 

Guy regarding the proposed development plan. All relevant well informed 
stakeholders and expertise must be given a full opportunity to be heard.


⁃ Young families are needed to!

⁃ I strongly appose the substantial addition of high density housing which will 

significantly damage the character of the village which makes it so attractive for 
the tourist who are our livelihood!


⁃ I wholeheartedly agree with a closer review of the proposed project and I support 
the resident initiative to open further discussion.




⁃ Construire une cité dans le village me fait peur. Cinq étages c'est trop. Il faut être 
optimiste mais il faut aussi être réaliste. Aux gestionnaires appartient un devoir de 
prudence et de circonspection.


⁃ développement, mais pas sauvage

⁃ positive to some development but this is too big, too dense, out of style with the 

village. the project needs more public discussion, consulting of experts and close 
supervision. the plans need to be disclosed publicly for discussion and amended. 
why not prioritize young families? who will pay for public expenses in connection 
with the project, especially if there are problems? signing in my mother's name, 
who is not online.


⁃ North Hatley can not handle a development of this scale. It must be scaled back 
to reflect the existing nature of the town.


⁃ North Hatley is where my family has lived my whole life and currently I have a 
cottage there. Don't change and ruin the village for what it is known for!


⁃ Keep our town small... that's why it's so special. We don't want to become 
another Magog.


⁃ Je suis totalement en accord avec la formulation de cette pétition.

⁃ As an architect, I have studied the site, perspectives and plan diagrams presented 

to the citizens. This project needs to be guided by a carefully thought out zoning 
bylaw. It seems obvious that parking has to be one of the driving criteria with a 
minimum of one spot per unit built. According to my summary calculations, the 
requirements for parking 230 cars could take up to 45% to 50% of the land area. 
It seems to be out of the question that the town would cede any of its municipal 
parking to the project, which would effectively imply a donation of land to a 
private interest. Therefore, if you combine factors of parking requirements, 
provision of a percentage of required green space, and a reasonable site 
coverage and density, the target of 130 units at three stories in height appears to 
be in itself the maximum potential of this site, assuming no underground parking 
which is prohibitively expensive. It must be added that the plans and 
perspectives, while very preliminary, do not match with each other. The built 
zones that have been indicated on the site plan would never accommodate 230 
units even with sections at 5 stories, and the parking is seriously under 
represented. 


⁃ I have been coming to North Hatley off and on for the past 68 years. My great 
grandparents built the house at 4130 Magog Road, now owned by my cousins 
the Eatons and Grifins. My mother was Bertha S. Smith (my grandfather was 
Marsden Smith) and my father's family, the John G. Livingstons, also owned a 
home on Magog Road. I love North Hatley, and while of course have many 
wonderful memories of my childhood there, I am certainly niot opposed to some 
development in North Hatley, which I understand it needs. (I was there in August 
and learned a great deal about the proposed development). But I feel strongly it 



should be modest development, of perhaps 100 fewer units and definitely NOT 5 
stories high; 3 could be OK. I feel that careful and thorough consultation with 
outside consultants as to how to modify any proposed development plan is 
essential before any final decisions are made by the Town Council. Signing this 
petition in no way means I am opposed to development in the village; it just 
means I feel it should be more moderate, and the first plan submitted by a 
developer should not be accepted. There should be strong attention to 
considered opinions of all interested parties. 


⁃ I am married to Joan Livingston Guzzetti, who has also signed and commented 
on this petition. We have visited North Hatley off and on over the past 30 years. 
and I have come to love the village community. I have friends there, and know first 
hand the firm commitment to the village of my wife's family - the Livingstons, the 
Smiths, the Griffins and Eatons - and other long term residents. This past August, 
when there, I listened to numerous points of view about the proposed 
development. I am a successful businessman who certainly does not believe in 
maintaining the status quo, but I do NOT support the current proposed plan of 
development. I would probably support a more modest plan. I feel strongly that 
other ideas and careful consultation with outside professionals as to various 
options needs to be explored before any development is agreed upon. Reaching 
a consensus among all the interested parties is essential for continued community 
development. 


⁃ Favorable

⁃ Chers Membres du Conseil, Oui au développement, économique, sociale et 

culturelle de North Hatley! Mais même 130 unités avec 3 étages pourrait être trop. 
La chose importante est de réexaminer attentivement le soi-disant «plan» de M. 
Laliberté. Présenter 3 photo montages faites par ordinateur, et des promesses 
informelles d'une clinique médicale et d'une pharmacie, et tout cela sans details 
crédibles et hors contexte, que ce soit architectonique, financière ou écologique, 
ça, ce n'est pas une consultation publique, c'est une farce...mais peut-être avec 
conséquences fatales pour le village. Et sur cette base, vous allez donner carte 
blanche à M. Laliberté, qui a bien démontré lors de cette «consultation» qu'il n'a 
aucune experience en développements d'une telle taille et complexité? C'est 
bizarre, et faux!. Puis-je vous rappeler quel effet horrible les «investissements» de 
Saad Gabr avaient sur le village? En approuvant un tel plan inconnu vous agirait 
de façon irresponsable et négligente. Vous devez à vos co-habitants et électeurs 
de North Hatley un compte beaucoup plus prudent de tout plan visant à changer 
si radicalement ce village. Merci pour vous efforts! John Kipphoff


⁃ The size of the development is too big and out of proportion with the scale of the 
existing village. Five stories runs the risk of ruining the character of the village. A 
scaled down version would be appropriate.


⁃ Keep our quality of life. New housing, good idea. Huge development, bad idea 
and unsustainable 




⁃ far too ambitious. and the risk and losses will be borne by the taxpayers, as usual. 
have people not learned from the disasters of overcapacity in Spain and 
elsewhere? the mayor only sees brownie points and possibly increased revenues 
but if this fails residents will be footing the bill of infrastructure costs etc. start 
small and evaluate. be sensible not greedy. 


⁃ It seems to be an all or nothing scenario with Mr. Laliberté. His project is too large 
and he has to be willing to compromise. All land owners in our beautiful village 
need permits to build things and are sometimes told no if a project does not 
conform. This is a development beyond anything North Hatley has ever seen and 
will require a great amount of careful consideration and study. We came to North 
Hatley looking for a quiet place to live and with patience and the new water plant, 
more families will do the same. Services are not far away. It takes less time to get 
to an appointment in Sherbrooke or Lennoxville than to drive through traffic in 
Montreal to an appointment that is fewer kilometers away. The village will return to 
more prosperous times when the economy swings up again. Perhaps we should 
promote what we do have and aspire to return North Hatley to a vacation 
destination without compare. Laliberté's project is not the only answer.


⁃ Projet démesuré. Doit etre réduit de 50%

⁃ It is necessary to have a skilled Review Board evaluate the PLAN ,When one is 

created…… Non voters NEED to have a say .We pay taxes ,and support the 
town .


⁃ Un projet trop lourd pour la municipalité.

⁃ the concept of 5 stories will jar badly with existing architecture and should be 

rethought.

⁃ As a long time visitor and former property owner of North Hatley I beg the powers 

that be to reconsider this over-scaled project and protect the integrity of this 
lovely little village!


⁃ There are too many unanswered questions for me to make a decision.The longer 
time goes on without adequate answers the more questions I have.


⁃ As a resident of North Hatley for the past 30 years, and having studied 
architecture at McGill University and abroad, it is my opinion that this project is ill-
suited for the center of an historic town. Though there may be economic benefits 
in the short term, do you really want your legacy as Mayor to be having scarred 
the center of one of the most beautiful villages in Quebec (Canada, the World!). In 
any case, any project which will significantly affect the value of our patrimony and 
private properties needs to be addressed and discussed broadly and at length.


⁃ NOUS AVONS BESOIN DE CHARME ET ESTHÉTISME.

⁃ I would like to add my voice to this petition. I've been a resident for over 30 years 

in this most beautiful of villages. Thank you.




⁃ I grew up in North Hatley, and love my regular visits. I don't feel this project 
represents the character of the town. Great initiative, but needs more planning!


⁃ The size of the proposed project is way to large and will spoil the unique 
character of the village. Making N. Hatley like Mt Tremblant is not a good 
development.


⁃ I agree totally. I Would reduce thé number of units to 100. I Would be a shame to 
spoil thé charming atmosphère on thé center of thé village.


⁃ This is a very high-risk project that is always going to be in a flood zone! This 
project or any other in this zone demands professionalism and deserves 
transparency now and for future generations. Past, present and future generations 
should be taken into consideration for the preservation of this Eastern Townships 
Jewel!


⁃ I believe five stories would destroy the beauty of North Hatley and its image. The 
recommended limit on the number of dwellings is an absolute must and the prior 
recommended consultations an absolutely essential step in any envisaged 
development.


⁃ Je suis née à North Hatley. Bien que je sois tout à fait d'accord que développer et 
faire vivre mon village natal est une bonne chose, le projet actuel semble vraiment 
disproportionné. Je soutiens cette pétition qui vise à réduire le nombre de 
nouveaux logements et à limiter la hauteur des nouveaux bâtiments à 3 étages. 
Bien cordialement, Sophie Valcke


⁃ This project is too large for our Village. Also, take into account Le Connaught 
Apartments. We will become too congested. 

⁃ Way too big, too ugly 

⁃


